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The problem we solve
Job Requirements

Hiring Manager
Ideal Candidate
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Recruiters
Job Boards
ATSs (Applicant
Tracking Systems)
Social Networks
Career Pages
Traditional HRIT
Client Database

What if there is a system that finds & engages only the most
truly relevant candidates….and does it in record time?
Job Requirements

Hiring Manager
Ideal Candidate
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Automate the entire recruitment process
ATS
VMS

Job
Boards

Email,
Text,
Chatbots,
...

ATS
CRM
Job Boards

Career
Site
Hiring Mgrs.
Recruiters

ROLE
CREATION

Career
SIte

ATS
VMS
Calendars
,
...
Hiring
Manager Portal

Hiring Mgrs.
Human Resources

Experts configuration

AUTO
TRAIN

AUTO
POST

ATS
VMS

AUTO
MATCH

AUTO
SELECT

AUTO ENGAGE
AUTO SCREEN

AUTO SUBMIT
AUTO SCHEDULING

HIRE

Submit candidates for hiring
Automatically post your
Set your quality gates to
Automatically import roles
manager review and automatically
requisitions to the most
automatically select and push
and requisitions via ATS,
schedule interviews.
efficient target boards.
relevant candidates through the
VMS or other integrations
Automatically remove the
workflow.
or...
posting when the pipeline gets
Continue with the workflow either
...let Recruiters or Hiring
saturated.
in Pocket Recruiter or in your ATS.
Managers to manually create
them using an assisted
creation wizard
Confirm validity of a candidate
Over 80% jobs are identical or
Automatically search against
lead using conversational
similar. Train new requisitions
selected candidate sources
messages (email/texts)
automatically based on your
managed centrally for
triggered by a workflow status
historic records.
consistent performance.
change
A small expert team can define
Harvest your internal pools
Additional engagement tools
the candidate quality criteria
first and present your
(video interviewing, chat bots,
for the whole organization
recruiters & hiring managers
etc.) are easily integrated
with fresh results every day
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Our Value Proposition
-

Decrease sourcing time by 60%
Reduce overall time to hire by 15 days

VS

Pocket Recruiter Delivers
-
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Higher Quality Hires (+94%)
Time to submit (-50%)

- Savings (30%)
- Better Candidates Experience

